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OVERVIEW
• In recent years, media reports have
spotlighted instances of apparent
appraisal bias or undervaluation.
• A number of institutions have
conducted rigorous studies to
attempt to assess the prevalence of
bias or undervaluation.
• Two broad questions have been
examined:
• Are individual appraisers valuing
properties differently based upon the
racial characteristics of the
homeowners?
• Are properties in areas with more
minority owners valued lower
systematically?
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UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND:
EVALUATING THE LEGACY OF REDLINING
• The University of Richmond’s
Digital Scholarship Lab has
examined the impact of
historical redlining on
development and property
values today.
• “This project provides
visitors with a new view,
and perhaps even a new
language, for describing the
relationship between wealth
and poverty in America.”
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Map of the Week: Redlining in Richmond | Mappenstance., Mapping Inequality (richmond.edu)

URBAN INSTITUTE: “HOW AUTOMATED VALUATION
MODELS CAN DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECT
MAJORITY-BLACK NEIGHBORHOODS”
“The percentage magnitude of inaccuracy is roughly twice as large in majority-Black
neighborhoods as in majority-white neighborhoods and is notably more volatile.”
WHY?
• “Majority-Black neighborhoods have lower home values”
• “Majority-Black neighborhoods have older homes and a greater variety of homes, by
age and value.”

• “Majority-Black neighborhoods conditions differ from those of white neighborhoods.”
• “Majority-Black neighborhoods experience high turnover rates.”
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How Automated Valuation Models Can Disproportionately Affect Majority-Black Neighborhoods (urban.org)

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION: “BIASED APPRAISALS
AND THE DEVALUATION OF HOUSING IN BLACK
NEIGHBORHOODS”
• “We found that Black neighborhoods were associated with much lower property values
overall, and only some of this effect can be explained by physical characteristics and
neighborhood amenities.
• Median home values in majority Black census tracts are 55% lower than median home values in
non-Latino or Hispanic white census tracts.
▪ Part of this difference is attributable to quality differences between the housing stock.

▪ Lower wealth in Black communities means that homes in majority Black neighborhoods tend
to be older, smaller, and more likely to be attached than homes in neighborhoods with few or
no Black people.
▪ Lower wealth and lower home values further hinder the ability of Black homeowners to pay for
structural improvements to the home and access mortgage refinancing to pay for renovations.
• There are also differences in neighborhood quality that show up in housing price differences…
These structural and neighborhood characteristics explain some of the value penalty to housing in
Black neighborhoods, which shrinks to 23% from 55% after adjusting for these factors.
• That still leaves a lot of lost value. We estimate that losses amount to $48,000 per home and
$156 billion cumulatively in majority Black neighborhoods.”
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Biased appraisals and the devaluation of housing in Black neighborhoods (brookings.edu)

FANNIE MAE: “APPRAISING THE APPRAISAL”
Fannie Mae's latest research evaluates appraisal values of
homes owned by Black and white borrowers refinancing
their homes.

According to an analysis of 1.8 million appraisals in 2019
and 2020:
• Black borrowers refinancing their home on average
received a slightly lower appraisal value relative to
automated valuation models.
• Homes owned by white borrowers were more
frequently overvalued than homes owned by Black
borrowers.

• Six states, including Georgia, Louisiana, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama,
accounted for nearly 50 percent of the overvalued
homes of white owners in majority-Black
neighborhoods.”
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Appraising the Appraisal | Fannie Mae

FREDDIE MAC: “RACIAL AND ETHNIC VALUATION
GAPS IN HOME PURCHASE APPRAISALS”
• “Our preliminary modeling results suggest that a property is more likely to receive
an appraisal lower than the contract price if it is in a minority tract.” (September
2021)
Follow-on note in May 2022: “This new effort
controls for a wider variety of variables…our
research shows the following outcomes:
(1) properties in Black and Latino tracts are more
likely to receive “appraisal value lower than
contract price” than those in White tracts;
(2) the likelihood for properties in Black tracts and
Latino tracts to receive “appraisal value lower
than contract price” increases as the Black or
Latino concentration increases in the tracts;
and
(3) when “appraisal value lower than contract
price” takes place, houses in Black tracts are
appraised slightly lower relative to comparable
homes in White tracts in terms of the percent
difference between the appraisal value and the
contract price.”
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Racial and Ethnic Valuation Gaps In Home Purchase Appraisals - Freddie Mac, 202205-Note-Appraisals-09.pdf (freddiemac.com)

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE:
“HOW COMMON IS APPRAISER RACIAL BIAS?”
“Key takeaways:
• Recent examples in media (NYT, Denver
News Channel 7, or Chicago Sun) show
cases of appraisal 1 coming in an average
of about $126,000 or 25% lower than
appraisal 2.

• These claims of bias were all based on an
allegation that a human appraiser was
aware of the applicant(s)’ race either from
a meeting or photos or other items in the
home which indicated race and as a
result, the appraiser underestimated the
property’s value.
• The implications of these three stories are
that intentional and perhaps unintentional
appraisal bias is commonplace and the
valuation gaps are large.

We use the following data:
• Collateral Risk Network’s (CRN) survey
of Appraisal Management Companies
and Lenders,
• Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA)
data on denial rates, and
• National Housing Market Database
consisting of: Public records data,
Automated Valuation Models, National
Mortgage Risk Index using agency loan
data, including use of appraisal
waivers, and HMDA data.
•

We conclude allegation that knowing
the race of the applicant results in
racial bias by appraisers on
refinance loans is uncommon and
not systemic. This same analysis
supports the conclusion that
unintentional bias based on race is
also uncommon and not systemic.” 10

How Common is Appraiser Racial Bias? | American Enterprise Institute - AEI

NATIONAL FAIR HOUSING ALLIANCE

Recommendations to the
Appraisal Industry:
• “Questions About the
Governance of the Appraisal
Industry”
• “Gaps in Fair Housing
Requirements and Training”
• “Barriers to Entry to the
Appraisal Profession”

• “Compliance and Enforcement”
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2022-01-18-NFHA-et-al_Analysis-of-Appraisal-Standards-and-Appraiser-Criteria_FINAL.pdf

P.A.V.E. Action Plan Released March 2022

Key Themes:
1. Making the appraisal industry more
accountable
2. Empowering consumers with information
and assistance
3. Ensuring that technology-based alternatives
to “human” appraisals do not perpetuate
bias
4. Cultivating an appraiser profession that is
well-trained and looks like the communities it
serves
5. Coordinating enforcement to keep industry
accountable
6. Leveraging federal data and expertise to
inform policy, practice, and research on
appraisal bias

CONTACT INFORMATION AND MBA
RESOURCES

Mike Fratantoni, Ph.D
Chief Economist & Senior Vice President
Research and Industry Technology
(202) 557-2935
mfratantoni@mba.org

MBA Research
www.mbs.org.research
RIHA
www.housingamerica.org

Dan Hofacker
Managing Director, Home Lending
Collateral Valuations Group
JPMorgan Chase

The U.S. Regulatory System for Appraisers

http://www.appraisalfoundation.org/

U.S. Industry Appraiser Capacity 2014-2022

Source:

Appraiser Diversity Initiative (ADI)

The ADI is committed to addressing the lack of racial, ethnic, and
gender diversity in the appraisal industry.
❑ Formed in 2018, the Appraiser Diversity Initiative (ADI) is a
partnership between Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the Appraisal
Institute, and the National Urban League designed to promote the
diversity of new entrants to the residential appraisal field.
❑ ADI’s goals are to raise awareness of real estate appraisal career
options through outreach events and to facilitate opportunities for
overcoming barriers to entry in the field.
❑ ADI intends to reach diverse, talented candidates; educate them
on the appraisal profession; provide resources for interested
candidates; offer peer mentorship for career development with
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac appraisers and ADI sponsors; and
provide trainee and job placement assistance from sponsoring
organizations.
http://www.appraisalinstitute.org/the-appraisal-profession/appraiser-diversity-initiative/

Practical Applications of Real Estate Appraisal (PAREA)
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Valuation Modernization

Wayne Willoughby
Executive Vice President
Real Estate Valuations Group
Wells Fargo

Exact requirements vary by state, but all require college level
education and 1,700 hours of classroom and field experience
directed by a Senior Appraiser sponsor

Wells Fargo Initiatives
•

Between 2017 and 2021, Wells Fargo has helped more than 425,000 Black and
Hispanic families achieve their homeownership goals with $110 billion in
financing.

•

Since 2019, Wells Fargo has allocated nearly $400 million to help address the
housing affordability crisis in the country including homelessness, available and
affordable rentals, transitional housing and homeownership.

•

Since 2012, Wells Fargo has invested $521 million in NeighborhoodLIFT and
other LIFT programs to help more than 25,100 Americans become homeowners
through the purchase of more than $4.86 billion in real estate on an aggregate
basis. While the LIFT program is focused on serving low- and moderate-income
families regardless of race or ethnicity, the majority of LIFT homeowners represent
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color with 25% of all LIFT down payment
assistance recipients self-identifying as Black homeowners and 29%
representing Hispanic households.

•

In 2020, Wells Fargo was the largest bank lender for home mortgages to Black
families. This is consistent with the company’s performance over the last decade
(2011 – 2020) in which it helped as many Black families purchase homes as the
next three largest bank lenders combined.

Wells Fargo Initiatives
•

Wells Fargo has expanded its partnerships with the National Urban League and
UnidosUS to broaden community outreach efforts for this and other programs,
provide home buying readiness and counseling, and work to eliminate systemic
obstacles that prevent many Black and Hispanic customers from achieving their
homeownership goals.

Other recent announcements addressing structural barriers to housing
access for minority communities:
•

Growing Diverse Housing Developers program: Launched in collaboration with
Capital Impact Partners, Low Income Investment Fund, or LIIF, Raza
Development Fund, or RDF, and Reinvestment Fund, Growing Diverse Housing
Developers aims to increase the supply of homes that are affordable across the
country. Working together, these four Community Development Financial
Institutions, or CDFIs, have selected 39 developers of color to take part in the
four-year program. Participants will have access to lower-cost, flexible capital,
as well as the training, mentors and resources needed to accelerate the
production of multifamily and mixed-use housing development projects.

Wells Fargo Initiatives
•

Wealth Opportunities Restored through Homeownership (WORTH): The Wells Fargo
Foundation has committed $60 million in “Wealth Opportunities Restored through
Homeownership” (WORTH) grants projected to support 40,000 homeowners of color in eight
markets that have significant homeownership gaps between white and minority families.
WORTH grants will run through 2025 and will fund public-private partnerships that develop and
implement plans to address the root causes of those homeownership gaps.

•

Wells Fargo will develop a Special Purpose Credit Program (SPCP) to help minority
homeowners, whose mortgages are currently serviced by Wells Fargo, refinance those
mortgages. Initially, through the program, Wells Fargo will identify eligible Black homeowners
who could benefit from a refinance product. Wells Fargo will commit $150 million to lower
mortgage rates and reduce the refinancing costs to help these homeowners further benefit
from refinancing. This program goes beyond the usual lending programs and puts the
company’s own money to work refinancing minority families’ homes.

Roger A. Campos
Assistant Secretary
Maryland Department of
Housing and Community
Development
Revitalizing Maryland Communities
through Strategic Investments

2200 BLOCK OF HENNEMAN AVENUE: A CASE STUDY
•

Work with local partners to bring
new investment and vitality to
Maryland’s core communities.

•

Offer a broad range of loan, grant
and technical assistance programs
to help:
▪ Local governments
▪ Non-profit organizations

Henneman Historic Homes (before rehab)

Henneman Historic Homes (after rehab)

FY23 SRP APPROPRIATIONS
Capital
Funds

Operating
Funds

Community Legacy

$8 million

N/A

Strategic Demolition Fund Statewide

$9 million

N/A

$21 million

N/A

$12 million

$500,000

SEED Community Development
Anchor Institution Fund

$10 million

N/A

National Capital Strategic Economic
Development Fund (NED)

$7 million

$200,000

Program

Strategic Demolition Fund Project
C.O.R.E
Baltimore Regional Neighborhood
Initiative

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
Program

Community Legacy
Strategic Demolition
Fund
Project C.O.R.E
(Baltimore City Only)
Strategic Demolition
Fund
Statewide

Local
Governments

Community
Development
Organizations

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Baltimore Regional
Neighborhood Initiative
SEED Community
Development Anchor
Institution Fund
National Capital
Strategic Economic
Development Fund
(NED)

Hospitals or Higher
Education
Institutions

✔

✔

✔

✔

THE EMERGING DEVELOPERS LOAN FUND
• Eligible Applicants:
▪ Newer for-profit and not-for-profit entities.
▪ Selected developers will have been in business for 5 or fewer
years from the date of application.

• Eligible uses – Pre-development only. Examples include:
▪ Market studies, environmental, architectural, engineering,
legal, acquisition, and consulting costs.

• Interest Rate:
▪ 0% for 36 months; 3% for extensions

• Loan Amount:
▪ Up to $500,000 secured by real estate

NEIGHBORHOOD BUSINESS WORKS PROGRAM
•

Eligible Applicants
▪ Maryland based small businesses, as defined by the SBA
and Nonprofit organizations whose activities contribute to
a broader revitalization effort and whose projects are
intended to promote investment in commercial districts or
town centers.

•

Eligible uses
▪ Retail businesses including franchises, manufacturing
businesses, service-related businesses, and mixed use
residential/commercial projects.

•

Market rate interest, 30-year terms

•

Loans up to $5 million

CONTACT INFORMATION

Roger A. Campos
Assistant Secretary
Department of Housing & Community Development
roger.campos@maryland.gov
443-808-6075
dhcd.maryland.gov

PANEL
QUESTIONS

Call To Action
✓ GET INFORMED
Read the PAVE Action Plan
http://pave.hud.gov/actionplan
✓ GET INVOLVED
Support the Adoption of the Practical Applications of Real
Estate Appraisal (PAREA) in your state
http://www.appraisalfoundation.org/TAF/TAF/PAREA.aspx

✓ GET A CAREER
Appraiser Diversity Initiative
http://www.appraisalinstitute.org/the-appraisalprofession/appraiser-diversity-initiative/

AUDIENCE
QUESTIONS

THANK YOU!

